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1 Message to House Dems- You must Issue a subpoena on Tuesday if Mueller’s

report isn't delivered. You have to show Barr & the GOP this is serious- not an

appropriate situation for compromise. Compromise is for legislation, this is about

facts from a crime & treason investigation

2 House Dems have a dominant position here with a clearly stated constitutional role. A subpoena asserts

their position as an equal branch of gov't w/ court precedent on their side. Compromise would send a

weak message. So Dems, why tempt Trump's side or give your momentum away?

3 Barr should work on breaking the news to Trump. 

Fly on the wall: 

Barr- I have to submit the report to Congress. It will be highly damaging to you & your family 

Trump- Fix it first 

Barr- I can’t. The report info is with 6 separate US attorneys offices & a number of grand juries

4 Giving the Trumps awful news will start negotiations. They may already have, since Trump went nuts

two wks ago. It’s why the new health story w/ no response is important. Resignation/ not running is on

the table. Whether he's mentally able to negotiate thru attys is hard to say

5 The Trumps are delusional & will never get anything near what they ask for. Sorry Jr. It's bad or really

bad. The choices presented to Trump will be extremely painful, as I noted here. Barr has no choice other

than to fall in line or become complicit.
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7) There are two possibilities I see coming: 
1 Barr tells Trump he has to resign or his kids will spend the rest 
of their lives in prison instead of 20 years. 
Or 
2 Mueller & Barr decide making Trump an offer isn’t worth trying. 
Mueller & SDNY indict Trump, his family & associates
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6 Certainty- There are many variables how this will play out. What’s certain is  

-The short window till Congress sees the report 

-The need to have Trump out b4 the report or indictments hit 

-Barr’s inability to hide the report contents or stop US attys 

-Trump’s worsening dementia
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